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Abstract: Electrical power networks consist of numerous energy control zones connected by tie-lines,
with the addition of nonconventional sources resulting in considerable variations in tie-line power
and frequency. Under these circumstances, a load frequency control (LFC) loop gives constancy and
security to interconnected power systems (IPSs) by supplying all consumers with high-quality power
at a nominal frequency and tie-line power change. This article proposes employing a proportional–
integral–derivative (PID) controller to effectively control the frequency in a one-area multi-source
power network comprising thermal, solar, wind, and fuel cells and in a thermal two-area tie-line IPS.
The particle swarm optimization (PSO) technique was utilized to tune the PID controller parameters,
with the integral time absolute error being utilized as an objective function. The efficacy and
stability of the PSO-PID controller methodology were further tested in various scenarios for proposed
networks. The frequency fluctuations associated with the one-area multi-source power source and
with the two-area tie-line IPS’s area 1 and area 2 frequency variations were 59.98 Hz, 59.81 Hz, and
60 Hz, respectively, and, in all other investigated scenarios, they were less than that of the traditional
PID controller. The results clearly show that, in terms of frequency responses, the PSO-PID controller
performs better than the conventional PID controller.

Keywords: interconnected power system; particle swarm optimization; PID controller; LFC; integral
time absolute error

1. Introduction

With the widespread use of smart grid technology and a variety of renewable energy
sources (RESs), current power systems are changing rapidly. The components of an in-
tegrated power system are loads, distribution, transmission, and generation. In a larger
integrated electrical power system, a tie-line connects many geographically separated
service zones. As modern power systems continue to grow in size and complexity, the
challenges and difficulties that they may encounter are expected to increase [1,2]. Power
production varies proportionately with load demand to ensure the stability of system
performance. Rapid increases in power demand affect the stability of the entire power unit
in a system or any linked system [3,4].

The energy generation in each area needs to be regulated in order to sustain a planned
power exchange among different areas. In an interconnected power system (IPS), load
frequency control (LFC) schemes generate and provide power consistently and reliably
while maintaining acceptable frequency limitations. In an electrical power network, the
load is constantly variable. The frequency of the system changes in a highly unfavorable
way due to the difference between generating power and load demand, due to which
oscillations occur and the equilibrium state floats; when this equilibrium is disturbed, the
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frequency is restored to another level. This leads to extreme instability in the electrical
network and significant damage to expensive equipment. The variation in frequency
can be managed by modifying the active power demands via the LFC control loop’s
speed governor action. Maintaining the equilibrium of active capabilities requires control.
Therefore, in order to solve this issue of unpredictable variations in load and keep the
frequency at acceptable rated levels, a control system is necessary. The best control greatly
depends on the controller’s precise tuning scheme design. This paper aims to optimize
the controller gain parameters of a proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller by
utilizing a metaheuristic algorithm, particle swarm optimization (PSO), to effectively
control the system frequency for a one-area multi-source power network and a two-area tie-
line IPS [5,6]. The proposed power networks were designed in a MATLAB/Simulink 2020a
environment; the proposed networks with PID controllers were tested by changing the
system parameters ±50% for different cases in both networks, along with load variations
in different cases for the two-area tie-line IPS. The PSO technique was utilized to tune the
PID controller parameters, with an integral time absolute error (ITAE) being utilized as the
objective function. The PID controller with the used algorithm successfully optimized the
frequency responses and tie-line power deviations in the proposed networks. These results
clearly indicate that the PSO-PID controller is superior to conventional PID controllers
in terms of undershoot, overshoot, pre-shoot, and frequency responses. The outcomes of
the PID controller and optimization approach that we tested and used for the proposed
networks are covered in the sections below.

1.1. Literature Review

The author [7] solved the LFC problem of linked thermal power systems by optimizing
the parameters of PID control utilizing the PSO technique. When contrasting the HC- and
GA-tuned controllers’ performance with that of the recommended PSO-PID controller, it
was clear which one performed better. In [8], for a self-sustaining nuclear power station’s
LFC, the author employed the ACO algorithm using the PID controller. A trial-and-error
methodology was utilized to compare the responses. In [9], the author optimized the
parameters of a PID controller utilizing the ARA technique for two-area non-reheat multi-
area power systems (MAPSs). In [10], a photovoltaic (PV) model and a wind farm were
combined into an LFC power system. In [11], LFC approaches were utilized to adjust the fre-
quency as well as multi-source electricity from generators powered by diesel, photovoltaics,
and wind generators, which were all considered to be components of a power system with
several sources. In [12], the LFC renewable power system’s ideal PID parameter values
were found using a nonconventional quasi-oppositional dragonfly approach. Within LFC
power networks, prolonged significant variations in tie-line power exchange and system
frequency can be detrimental to appliances, cause operational instability, shorten the lifes-
pan of linked devices, or even cause the power system to crash. An analysis was conducted
on LFC in a multi-source power network using a tuned parameter-based controller with
a differential evolution algorithm [13]. The gain value for the PI controller designed for
one-area power network frequency management was adjusted via stochastic PSO.

The connected power network LFC, which comprised thermal and PV networks, was
intended to be solved utilizing the PSO approach used via a BF-tuned PID controller [14].
The LFC of grid-connected electrical power networks, using the PSO-associated MARL
technique, was put into practice [15]. In [16], the FPA technique was used to improve
the PID controller parameters of linked power grids’ LFC issues. The efficiency of the
proposed FPA technique was confirmed by comparing its outcomes to those of GA-PID
and PSO-PID controllers. In [17], the authors explored a PSO-tuned PID controller in a
one-area power network LFC problem. A PID controller designed LFC for an isolated
power network utilizing the PSO approach through four different cost functions. In [4],
an FOFPID regulator was designed for LFC. In this case, the controller parameters were
adjusted using the BBO method. On the other hand, the integral term performed weakly
in terms of oscillation and frequency fluctuation in a steady state. The author in [18]
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suggested an innovative optimization method to achieve automated LFC. Specifically,
the optimization technique managed a multi-source power system’s frequency variation.
However, the results obtained were not optimal and the technique also resulted in a
sluggish convergence.

The literature review effectively indicates that unpredictable load demands within
the power-generating unit cause oscillations and impact power system performance. This
means that LFC/AGC problems could arise in the electrical system. By utilizing different
optimization strategies in various controllers to enhance their gain under various conditions
and criteria, these problems can be resolved [4,7,8,10–22]. Table 1 provides an overview of
the studied literature.

Table 1. Review of the literature that has been studied.

Technique for
Optimization/Secondary

Controller
Power Source Work Reference

PSO/PID Generating source thermal Compared outcomes with GA and HC [7]

ARA/PID Two-area non-reheat thermal
systems

Compared results with PSO, DE, JAYA
optimizer [9]

GA/PID Source of thermal generation Performance of PI and PID with and
without GRC [23]

BESSO/PID Hydro, Gas, and thermal
Analyzed the controller efficacy and

compared the findings with conventional
PID controller

[24]

PSO/PID Thermal, Hydro, and Gas Results compared with DE and GA [25]

DE/PID Thermal, Hydro, and Gas Analyzed controller efficiency utilizing I,
PI, and PID [13]

HBFOA/PID Thermal and PV PSO and BFO results examined [14]

GBO/PID Gas, Thermal, Hydro, Solar,
and Wind

Results compared with GBO-I-PD,
GBO-TID, and GBO-I-P [26]

ANN/PID Distributed power sources
(WTG, DEG, AE, FC)

The superiority of the proposed approach
was achieved by applying the

Grasshopper optimization algorithm.
[27]

PSO/PID PV, Nuclear, Hydro, Gas, and
Thermal

Comparison of PSO-PID and ordinary
PID controller outcomes [17]

PSO/PID Thermal, Solar, and Wind Performance comparison of standard I,
PI, and PID controllers [28]

In recent years, numerous control techniques that utilize soft computing methodolo-
gies have been developed to balance tie-line power and frequency at a rated value. Table 1
shows the literature that is relevant to the proposed work and demonstrates how many
approaches adjust the controller parameter values utilizing the PSO approach. This article
compares its results with the results of ordinary PID controllers for a number of case studies
to demonstrate PSO-PID superiority.

This article suggests a PSO-PID controller utilizing the objective function ITAE. By
examining various scenarios in the proposed system with regard to system parameter
variations and load changes in an interlinked two-area power network, outcomes provided
by the PSO-PID controller within the proposed system are contrasted with the ordinary
PID controller to analyze frequency response. This study’s major objective is to enhance
the suggested system’s efficiency and preserve network balance in crucial circumstances so
that all customers can receive high-quality power.
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1.2. Main Contribution and Highlights

In this article, the suggested system is a one-area multi-source power network, in-
cluding solar, wind, thermal, and fuel cells, and a two-area tie-line IPS. An ITAE objective
function is considered in the design and investigation for the proposed work by examining
the efficiency of the proposed controller and optimization technique in the studied electrical
network with system parameter modifications and load changes. An extensive analysis
was conducted to ascertain the exact superiority of the proposed tuned controller.

• This study employs a flexible, sustainable power system model, taking into account
the impact and unpredictability resulting from RESs. It is possible to solve the LFC
problem quite quickly using thorough explanations of several mathematical represen-
tations of renewable energy.

• To design a model of a one-area power network with multiple sources, this research
included a fuzzy-based MPPT solar power system and PMSG-based wind power
system using P & O MPPT technique and a model of the fuel cell.

• A model of a double-area power network interlinked via tie line is designed.
• The PSO approach is utilized to optimize the parameter values of the PID controller.
• The steady-state error is brought to zero after load variation.
• By varying system values throughout a range of around ±50% and variations in load

for double-area tie-line IPS, the efficiency of the PSO-PID controller for multi-source
one-area and dual-area tie-line IPS is analyzed in various scenarios.

• It is dependable and generates better results than a conventional PID control system.
In every situation this research examines, the suggested system control technique has
less undershoot, overshoot, and settling time than the traditional PID controller model.

1.3. Structure of Article

The manuscript is structured in the following way: the literature on the subject of
present research and a variety of controller optimization techniques is reviewed in Section 1.
Section 2 explains the mathematical model and state space functions that form the core
of LFC power systems. Section 3 discusses a potential control method using a PSO-PID
controller and related Simulink models and data. Section 4 discusses the outcomes that are
obtained. An overview of the key results of the study and suggestions for further studies
are given in Section 5.

2. Proposed Power Structure Modeling

The following section provides the mathematical modeling for the suggested power
structure.

2.1. Thermal Power System Mathematical Modeling

Thermal power system components.

2.1.1. Governor

A governor is a mechanical device that measures and controls the speed of a machine
engine. The role of the governor is to adjust the median speed for an engine while the load
varies. Figure 1 represents the power system’s speed governor block diagram. In Figure 1,
transient droop correction Gc(s) with governor time constant TG is included in the speed
governing representation. TM denotes the mechanical starting time of the generator, D
system damping ratio, R droop gain, Tr turbine time constant, ∆f frequency change, ∆P
variation in the generator output power, ∆Pm variation in the turbine’s mechanical output
power, and ∆PL variation in the load power.
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Figure 1. An illustrative representation of the speed governor system.

2.1.2. Turbine

A turbine is a mechanical device that rotates and converts fluid flow energy, such
as steam gas, water, or air, into useful work. Figure 2 shows the turbine model transfer
function. In Figure 2, Tch is the time lag in the valve and the switching position that
produces the turbine torque.
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2.1.3. Load

The electrical grid has several sorts of loads. The load mathematical model block
structure is represented in Figure 3, with H representing the generator inertia constant and
∆Pe signifying the change in electrical power.

Governor =
1

1 + sTsg
(1)

Reheater =
1 + sKrTr

1 + sTr
(2)

Steam generator =
1

1 + sTt
(3)

whereas Tsg, Tr, and Tt signify time constants for governor, reheater, and steam turbine.
A block diagram for a one-area thermal electrical network is modeled mathematically, as
shown in Figure 4.
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2.2. Mathematical Modeling of Wind Power System

One of the main nonconventional energy sources is wind power. A wind turbine
generator (WTG) of capacity is integrated with an existing power system through the wind
power system [29]. The WTG’s dynamic model is given as:

∆PWTG =
1

TWTG
∆Pω − 1

TWTG
∆PWTG (4)

While ∆PWTG represents the output power change of WTG, Pω indicates wind power
and TWTG represents the time constant of WTG.

The rotor of a turbine, which is fitted with blades, transforms wind energy into
mechanical energy. The rotor’s extracted wind power can be represented mathematically
using the following equations [30]:

Protor =
1
2

ρAV3Cp (5)

where ρ indicates wind density, A represents the sweeping area, V signifies wind speed
(velocity), and Cp represents power coefficient. The following can be used to illustrate the
link between input wind speed and active power:

PGW =
ρa2V3

ωCp

2
(TSR, β) (6)

where β denotes the angle of the blade, TSR tip speed ratio, a area density and swept, Vω

wind speed, and rotor efficacy Cp, which is expressed as:

Cp = TSR−0.022β2−5.6
2 e−0.17TSR

TSR =
rpmπD

60V

(7)

In this article, a permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) is used as the
generating output of a wind generator. A block diagram of a wind turbine with PMSG used
P & O MPPT with DC-DC boost converter, represented in Figures 5 and 6. This control
strategy of a wind turbine with PMSG is designed in MATLAB/Simulink, which will be
discussed in Section 3. Mathematically, PMSG wind turbine is represented by the following
equations [31,32]. The rotor torque and the generator’s electromechanical torque operate as
inputs and produce the output of the mathematical model, which is the rotation speeds.

dwgen

dt
=

1
2Hgen

[
− Pelec

wgen + w0
− Dtg(wgen − wrot)− ktg∆θm

]
(8)

dwrot

dt
=

1
2Hrot

[
− Pmech

wrot + w0
+ Dtg(wgen − wrot) + ktg∆θm

]
(9)
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d(∆θm)

dt
= wbase(wg − wt) (10)

where wgen represents generator speed, Pelec electrical power, w0 initial speed, wrot turbine
speed, and Pmech mechanical power; the steady state occurs when wgen = wrot, so d(∆θ)/dt = 0
and Pelec = Pmech. Dtg, Ktg, and wbase are constants. Where the mass’s geometrical distribution
determines the inertial constant, the inertial moment is computed using:

Hrotor =
Jrotorw2

rotor
2Pn

; Hgen =
Jgenw2

gen

2Pn
(11)

Regarding the wind rotor, its inertia may be generally calculated using:

Jrotor =
1
8

mrR2 (12)

mr signifies the mass of the rotor and the R radius of the rotor. Accordingly, the
generator’s stator output voltages, d-q, are expressed as:

Vd = Rd I + Ld
dId
dt

− ωgenLq Iq (13)

Vq = Rq Iq + Lq
dIq

dt
+ ωgen(Ld Id + φ f ) (14)

L denotes inductance of the generator, R resistance, I current in axes d and q, φf
permanent magnetic flux, and ωgen rotation speed of PMSG.

ωgen = Ppωre f (15)

Pp implies a number of pairs of poles. Electromechanical torque, Tgen, is expressed as:

Tgen =
3
2

Ppωre f (Lq − Ld)idiq + φ f iq (16)

In Figure 6, V represents voltage, I current, P power, D duty ratio, ∆D change duty
ratio, ∆V change in voltage, ∆P change in power, P(K − 1) delay in power, and V(K − 1)
delay in voltage.
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2.3. Mathematical Modeling of Solar Power System

Solar energy is another significant and widely used nonconventional energy source.
This energy is transformed into current, which is carried over conductors using photovoltaic
panels. By taking into account the relationships between different electronic components, a
simplified model of a photovoltaic panel can be created in order to investigate the solar
energy employed in power systems [10,33]. Figure 7 depicts the comparable circuit model
of a single-diode photovoltaic module. Iph signifies photocurrent, Id diode current, Ish
shunt current, Rsh shunt resistance, and Rs series resistance.
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The following equations are used to define PV current.

I = IPh − Id − IRsh (17)

Iph, Id, and IRsh denote photocurrent, diode current, and shunt resistance current. A
PV generates a photocurrent at a specific temperature when exposed to solar. Iph has been
given as:

IPh = ISC(
S

1000
) + Kt(T − TR) (18)
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S indicates solar irradiance, ISC short-circuit current, Kt temperature coefficient, T PV
temperature, and TR reference temperature. Id has been given as:

Id = Io

[
exp(

V + IRs

nJT
)− 1

]
(19)

Terminal voltage is V, Rs is series resistance, I current, n diode ideality factor, and J
Boltzmann’s constant. Io saturation current has been given as:

Io = Id(
T
TR

)
3

exp
[

qEg

nJ
(

T − TR
TRT

)

]
(20)

Id is diode reverse current, Eg bandgap energy of the cell, and q electron charge. IR has
been given as follows:

IR =
V + IRs

Rh
(21)

For PV–grid interaction, the first-order transfer function is [33,34]:

∆Pv =
Kpv

1 + sTpv
∆Psolar (22)

Kpv represents the PV gain chosen (one) and Tpv is photovoltaic temperature. Most of
the mathematical relationships in one-diode PV systems and two-diode PV systems are the
same [35]. Figure 8 depicts an equivalent circuit of a two-diode photovoltaic system.
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This article is about fuzzy-based MPPT solar PV with a DC-DC boost converter
connected with a battery simulated in MATLAB/Simulink. The block diagram and fuzzy
MPPT algorithm of this control approach are shown in Figures 9 and 10. This control
approach with its Simulink model will be discussed in Section 3. Figure 9 C represents
the capacitor, Ipv photovoltaic current, and Vpv photovoltaic voltage. In Figure 10, Iin(k)
represents current, Vin(k) voltage, Pin(k) power, Pin (k − 1) previous power, Vin (k − 1)
previous voltage, and E instantaneous and previous value of voltage and power.
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2.4. Fuel Cell Dynamic Modeling

A fuel cell is an intricate system made up of variables related to fluid, heat, and
electrochemistry. The expression for the proportionate relationship between the partial
pressure of a gas and its flow through a valve is:

QH2

pH2

=
Lan√
MH2

= LH2 (23)

QH2 denotes hydrogen molar fluid, PH2 stack hydrogen partial pressure, Lan constant
for anode valve, MH2 hydrogen molar mass, and LH2 molar constant for hydrogen valve.

QH2O

pH2O
=

Lan√
MH2O

= LH2O (24)

QH2O signifies water molar fluid, PH2O water vapor partial pressure, MH2O water
molar mass, and LH2O molar constancy water valve. Three major contributions influence
hydrogen molar flow for hydrogen.

d
dt

pH2 =
RT
Van

(Qin
H2

− Qout
H2

− Qr
H2
) (25)
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The fundamental electrochemical connection between stack current and hydrogen
flow is expressed as:

Qr
H2

=
NI
2F

= 2Kr I f c (26)

N denotes the stack’s number of series fuel cells, Ifc fuel cell current, F Faraday’s
constant, and Kr modeling constant. Applying Laplace transformation on (23) and (27), the
partial pressure of hydrogen is rewritten in the s domain as:

pH2 =
1/LH2

1 + τH2 s
(Qin

H2
− 2Kr I f c) (27)

τH2 =
Van

LH2RT
(28)

τH2 implies hydrogen time constant, Van anode volume, T stack temperature, and R
universal gas constant. Fuel cell output voltage is expressed as:

Vcell = E + ηact + ηohm (29)

When expressed with regard to gas molarities, Nernst voltage is:

E = N

[
E0 +

RT
2F

log

[
pH2 p0.5

O2

pH2 O

]]
(30)

E signifies Nerst’s voltage, E0 cell open voltage, Vcell cell voltage, and ηact ohm over-
voltage.

2.5. Two-Area Tie-Line Modeling

As seen in Figure 11, the electrical network proposed in this study comprises a two-
area thermal power network. Each region’s turbine, generator, and speed-regulating device,
which have two outputs and three inputs, make up the main components. Figure 11 shows
the block diagram of two-area tie-line IPS. Consequently, a PID controller is applied to both
of the model’s components. In Figure 11, input control signals are denoted by u1 and u2,
power change in demands ∆PD1 and ∆PD2, ∆Pg is the power change in the generator, ∆Pt
power change in the turbine, output area control errors ACE1 and ACE2, frequency bias
coefficients B1 and B2, and deviation in system frequencies ∆f 1 and ∆f 2.

When a two-area power network is used, frequency bias coefficients B1 and B2 are
determined using:

B1 =
1

R1
+ D1 (31)

B2 =
1

R2
+ D2 (32)

ACE1 = B1∆ f1 + ∆Ptie1 (33)

ACE2 = B2∆ f2 + ∆Ptie2 (34)

The proposed networks are designed using transfer functions and suggested block
schemes with techniques; the Simulink models are developed for investigation utilizing
MATLAB/Simulink environment for frequency control. The PID controller parameters
are optimized and implemented by writing a separate PSO technique—coding mfile. The
nominal values for the proposed networks are given in Appendices A, B and D.
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3. Proposed Control Strategy

This section will explain the proposed study, the proposed study in this article being a
one-area thermal power system connected with a PMSG wind turbine using P & O MPPT
algorithm with DC-DC boost converter, a fuzzy-based MPPT solar PV connected with a
battery through DC-DC boost converter and fuel cell, and a dual-area tie-line IPS. The PSO
approach is utilized to tune PID controller values. The proposed control study is simulated
using MATLAB/Simulink for investigation and regulation of frequency.

3.1. PID Controller

Finding the right combination of controls to allow the system to attain the desired
state with the fewest potential deviations continuously is a controller’s main goal. PID
controllers are widely utilized in control and automation fields because of their improved
features and tried-and-true design processes [36]. The output it produces is the total of
the derivatives and proportionately integral controller outputs. The PID controller’s basic
configuration is depicted in Figure 12. In Figure 12, R(s) represents the input signal, E(s) is
the error signal, U(s) is a control signal, and Y(s) denotes the output signal.

Mathematically:

u(t) ∝ e(t) +
∫

e(t) +
d
dt

e(t) (35)

The transfer function is:

U(s)
E(s)

= KP +
KI
s

+ KDs (36)

KP KI, and KD imply controller constants. By simplification, the transfer function is:

KP

[
1 + KI

KPs
+ KD

KP
s
]

KP

[
1 + 1

Tis
+ TDs

]
Ti =

KP
KI

& TD = KD
Kp

(37)

PID controller considers errors from the past, present, and future while determining
its control value. The two-area tie-line IPS and single-area multi-source electrical network
is combined with the recommended PID controller in an effort to keep the system operating
at its desired frequency and reduce power fluctuations.
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3.2. Objective Function

The objective function is a scale that can help in optimizing the controller gain settings.
This article uses ITAE as the objective function to adjust the gain values of the PID controller.
It can be represented mathematically as [8]:

ITAE =

t= f inal∫
t=0

∆ f × t × dt (38)

The following discusses the models for simulation of the recommended approach
tunings using the PSO algorithm utilizing ITAE as a cost function.

3.3. Multi-Source Single-Area Power Network

The PSO code was created in (.m file), and a single area of the electrical system model
connected with RESs was designed in Simulink program surroundings. Figure 13 shows
the Simulink model for a single-area multi-source power network.

Appendix A represents parameter values of a one-area thermal power network,
whereas Appendix B presents the parameter values and electrical characteristics of wind,
fuel cell, and solar power sources.

A diagram of solar PV fuzzy-based MPPT algorithm and a wind turbine with PMSG-
based P & O MPPT algorithm is given above in Section 2. Tables 2 and 3 below show the
fuzzy rule solar PV MPPT and fuzzy rule ranges, membership functions, and their types,
respectively. In Table 2, NB represents the negative big, NS negative small, ZE zero, PS
positive small, and PB positive big.

Table 2. The fuzzy rule solar PV MPPT.

∆Vpv × (o/p) ∆Vpv(i/p)

∆Ppv(i/p)

NB NS ZE PS PB

NB PS PB NB NB NS

NS PS PS NS NS NS

ZE ZE ZE ZE ZE ZE

PS NS NS PS PS PS

PB NS NB PB PB PS
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Table 3. The fuzzy rule ranges, membership functions, and their types.

Input/Output No. of Membership
Function

Range of Membership
Function

Type of Membership
Function

Input 1 5 membership
functions Range (−8.5 to 8.5) Triangular mf

Input 2 5 membership
functions Range (−1.6 to 1.6) Triangular mf

Output 5 membership
functions Range (−1.6 to 1.6) Triangular mf

PSO approach operators are utilized to find optimal values of the PID controller.
Appendix C represents PSO operators and Table 4 represents optimal gain PID controller
parameters.

Table 4. PID controller gain values for single-area multi-source power network.

PID Gain Parameters KP KI KD

Conventional-PID 10 30 50

PSO-PID 2 1 1

3.4. LFC in an Interlined Dual-Area Tie-Line Power Network

Power is growing more and more necessary for the commercial, industrial, and resi-
dential sectors. Integration of renewable energy is a better choice because it lessens reliance.
By deregulating the power grid, the standard operating conditions can be altered. Be-
cause of this, distributed generation in two-area energy networks has garnered significant
interest. In order to accommodate an excessive load, the majority of the contemporary
power system consists of several control zones with different generating sources along
with nonidentical capabilities. Any difference between demand and supply leads to an
unintentional deviation of area frequency from a predefined level, which, in turn, results in
power-sharing with neighboring control areas.

The two-area power network tie-line linked model (AGC) employed for the investiga-
tion comprises two thermal units. Electric power can be transmitted across the interlinked
sectors through tie lines. When unfavorable conditions arise, such as severe load interrup-
tions, the control unit keeps an eye on variations in tie-line power and frequency attempts
to restore the system to normal. Consequently, ITAE is thought of as a goal function and is
expressed as:

ITAE =

t∫
0

(|∆ f1|+ |∆ f2|+ |∆Ptie|)× t × dt (39)

where ∆f1 and ∆f2 represent change in frequency in area 1 and area 2 and ∆Ptie is tie-line
frequency variation, respectively. A diagram of this control strategy with the mathematical
model is given in Section 2. Appendix D provides the pertinent model values for a two-area
power network. The MATLAB/Simulink model of this proposed strategy is shown in
Figure 14.
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The PSO’s parameters are configured as indicated in Appendix E, and Table 5 shows
the optimized values of the PSO-PID controller.

Table 5. PSO-PID gain parameters of a two-area tie-line interconnected power system.

Area 1 Area 2 Tie-Line

PSO-PID
P I D P I D P I D

0.80744 0.78184 −0.33167 0.39749 −0.604380 −0.938918 0.48814 4.40 × 10−05 −0.040155

3.5. Proposed Algorithm Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

Dr. Kennedy and Eberhart developed the PSO algorithm in 1995, drawing inspiration
from the community behavior observed in the fish schooling and bird flocking processes.
In the PSO technique, every solution is referred to as a “particle” in the search field. The
goal function’s fitness values determine the tuning procedure. The trajectory of the particle
is guided by its momentum as it searches the space for the optimal values, both globally
and individually. The swarm is first assembled from a collection of random particles, and
iterations are changed to search for optimization. Global best and personal best principles
are applied to each particle to attain optimal gain values. The best answer, known as the
local best, has been reached after each cycle. The ultimate best value that is obtained after
optimizing each local best value is referred to as the global best [7].

In the D-dimensional search space, the population contains N particles, and the
position of the ith particle is presented as Xi = (xi1, xi2 . . . xiD) in the D-dimensional space,
with velocity Vi = (vi1, vi2 . . . viD), i = 1, 2 . . . N. The next generation of particles’ optimal
values, both individually and collectively, are determined while updating the particles’
positions and velocities using an iteration algorithm. The progression diagram for the PID
controller tuning process is shown in Figure 15.

Vid(k + 1) = wVid(k) + c1r1(Pid(k)− Xid(k)) + c2r2(Pgd(k)− Xid(k) (40)

Xid(k + 1) = Xid(k) + Vid(k + 1) (41)

w denotes inertia factor, r1 and r2 random numbers in [0, 1], c1 and c2 learning factors,
and Pi and Pg are both the current iteration’s individual ideal position as well as the global
optimal position.
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after optimizing each local best value is referred to as the global best [7]. 

In the D-dimensional search space, the population contains N particles, and the po-

sition of the thi  particle is presented as 1 2( , ... )i i i iDX x x x=  in the D-dimensional space, 

with velocity 1 2( , ... )i i i iDV v v v= , 1,2...i N= . The next generation of particles’ optimal 
values, both individually and collectively, are determined while updating the particles’ 
positions and velocities using an iteration algorithm. The progression diagram for the PID 
controller tuning process is shown in Figure 15. 

1 1 2 2( 1) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( )id id id id gd idV k wV k c r P k X k c r P k X k+ = + − + −  (40)

( 1) ( ) ( 1)id id idX k X k V k+ = + +  (41)

w denotes inertia factor, r1 and r2 random numbers in [0, 1], c1 and c2 learning factors, 
and Pi and Pg are both the current iteration’s individual ideal position as well as the global 
optimal position. 
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4. Simulation Results

This section demonstrates the superiority of the proposed control method by dis-
cussing the results of employing a PSO-PID controller and comparing it with a conventional
PID controller. From results carried out using MATLAB 2020a, the suggested power system
is examined in two scenarios:

• System parameter variations in one-area multi-source power network and dual-area
tie-linked power system.

• Load variations are in double-area tie-line linked power systems only.

4.1. Multi-Source One-Area Power Network

The result obtained with the PSO-PID controller is presented in Figure 16. Blue lines
show PSO-PID controller responses to frequency and red lines show conventional PID
control system frequency outputs. The proposed one-area multi-source power network
exhibits significantly better transient responses in terms of actual frequency, frequency
deviation in Hz, and frequency variation in Pu. As we notice, the PSO algorithm has
tuned the parameters of PID controllers and generated optimum responses in terms of
extremely minimal undershoot and very short response time compared to conventional
PID controllers.
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Robustness Evaluations (Case Study 1)

Constant fluctuations in system parameters can significantly harm the performance
of closed-loop systems. Experiments are therefore conducted to explore the effects of
parametric uncertainty on the system. Each system parameter is changed by around ±50%
from its original value to achieve this. A one-area multi-source power network model is
taken into consideration for two alternative scenarios of parameter uncertainty, as shown
in Table 6.

Table 6. The two scenarios’ respective parameter variation ranges.

Scenarios Specifications Value at
Nominal

Range of
Variation

New Value after
Variation

Scenario 1

Tg 0.2 +50% 0.3
H 5 +50% 10
D 0.8 −50% 0.4
R 0.05 −50% 0.025

Scenario 2

Tg 0.2 −50% 0.1
H 5 −50% 2.5
D 0.8 +50% 1.2
R 0.05 +50% 0.075
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Figures 17 and 18 show the frequency outputs of the single-area multi-source electrical
system under parametric uncertainty. A PSO-PID controller frequency exhibits superiority
over the standard PID controller’s frequency response, with reduced overshoot and under-
shoot and a remarkably short settling time. Table 7 shows the frequency response signal
parameters of the one-area multi-source power system.
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Figure 18. Single-area multi-source frequency responses in scenario 2.

Table 7. Frequency responses of single-area multi-source signal parameters.

Frequency Responses

Controller Undershoot
%

Overshoot
%

Settling
Time s

Fall Time
ms Error Pre-Shoot

%
High/Low

Hz

Conventional PID 0.505 1.576 6 327.339 0.2797 0.241 60/59.65

PSO-PID 0.505 −0.505 0.0075 16.962 0.0008 −0.11 60/59.98

Scenario 1

PSO-PID 0.532 −0.532 0.0085 16.869 0.0211 0.033 60/59.99

Conventional PID 0.505 1.735 3.3 370.198 0.2525 0.291 60/59.80

Scenario 2

PSO-PID 0.505 −0.505 0.0079 14.777 0.0005 0.039 60/59.97

Conventional PID 42.143 0.325 4.2 128.502 0.3004 0.640 60/59.67

4.2. Two-Area Tie-Line Interconnected Power System

Results achieved with the PSO-PID controller are shown in Figure 19. Blue lines
represent PSO-PID controller frequency responses in areas 1 and 2, red lines represent con-
ventional PID controller frequency responses in areas 1 and 2, while green lines represent
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tie-line power variations in areas 1 and 2 with and without PSO-PID controller, respec-
tively. The proposed two-area tie-line linked power network exhibits much better transient
responses in terms of actual frequency, tie-line power deviation, deviation of frequency
in Pu, and frequency deviation in Hz. As we see, the PSO algorithm optimized the PID
controller’s parameters. It generated the optimum response in terms of extremely minimal
undershoot and very short response time compared with the conventional PID controller.
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4.2.1. Robustness Evaluations (Case Study 1)

The stability of a system is impacted by fluctuation. In order to achieve an appropriate
level of resilience, the LFC system must have necessary control action against parameter
uncertainties in a controlled system.

As a result, 13 scenarios for parameter uncertainties of the testbed network are taken
in order to evaluate the resilience of the suggested PSO-PID control configuration tuned
by PSO as an LFC network within a double-area interlinked power network. Each system
parameter is independently varied by (+ and −) 50% from its nominal value to begin
this examination.

Just a single parameter is altered one time by +50%/−50% from its actual value in
scenario 1 to scenario 12; in scenario 13, specification Tg, Tt, H, and R are altered by +50% in
both areas, as shown in Table 8. At the same time, B and D were altered by a factor of −50%.
Dynamic results of a double-area tie-line linked power network with PSO-PID controller
and conventional PID controller under parametric ambiguity conditions are shown in
Figures 20–32. Table 9 shows the frequency response signal parameters of two-area tie-line
IPS, while Ush represents undershoot, Osh overshoot, Psh pre-shoot, and H/L high and
low frequency.

Table 8. Investigated cases of system parameter changes.

Case
Number

Parameters
Nominal Values Variation

Range
New Values

Area 1 Area 2 Area 1 Area 2

1 H 5 4 +50% 7.5 6

2 H 5 4 −50% 2.5 2

3 Tt 0.5 0.6 +50% 0.75 0.9

4 Tt 0.5 0.6 −50% 0.25 0.3

5 B 20.6 16.9 +50% 30.9 25.35

6 B 20.6 16.9 −50% 10.3 8.45
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Table 8. Cont.

Case
Number

Parameters
Nominal Values Variation

Range
New Values

Area 1 Area 2 Area 1 Area 2

7 D 0.6 0.9 +50% 0.9 1.35

8 D 0.6 0.9 −50% 0.3 0.45

9 Tg 0.2 0.3 +50% 0.3 0.45

10 Tg 0.2 0.3 −50% 0.1 0.15

11 R 0.05 0.0625 +50% 0.075 0.0937

12 R 0.05 0.0625 −50% 0.025 0.0312

13

B 20.6 16.9 −50% 10.3 8.45

H 5 4 +50% 7.5 6

R 0.05 0.0625 +50% 0.075 0.0937

D 0.6 0.9 −50% 0.3 0.45

Tt 0.5 0.6 +50% 0.75 0.9

Tg 0.2 0.3 +50% 0.3 0.45
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Table 9. Frequency responses of two-area tie-line IPS signal parameters.

Frequency Responses Area 1 Frequency Responses Area 2 Tie-Line Power (Pu) Response

Controller Ush
%

Osh
% Psh % H/L

Hz
Ush
%

Osh
% Psh % H/L

Hz
Ush
%

Osh
% Psh % Fall Time

ms

PSO-PID 0.50 1.05 0.11 60/59.81 137.04 −5.31 74.56 60/60 68.64 −7.40 0.84 207.96

Conventional PID 0.57 1.82 −0.11 60/59.59 50.75 92.90 0.11 60/59.94 36.30 2.16 0.61 895.73

Case no 1

PSO-PID 7.06 0.41 −0.10 60/59.85 0.98 0.20 95.09 60/59.98 55.46 1.19 0.78 282.64

Conventional PID 0.54 1.76 0.23 60/59.66 91.34 1.19 0.96 60/59.95 36.30 0.84 0.68 1147

Case no 2

PSO-PID 0.50 0.47 0.22 60/59.79 84.47 −9.47 121.58 60/59.99 74.56 −9.57 0.87 190.03

Conventional PID 0.58 1.92 −0.08 60/59.57 9.44 1.10 2.09 60/59.92 14.36 18.65 0.48 995.140

Case 3

PSO-PID 0.50 0.42 0.11 60/59.77 0.89 −0.89 77.67 60/59.96 68.64 −4.15 0.84 254.17

Conventional PID 0.68 1.36 0.61 60/59.54 92.47 −10.13 68.85 60/59.95 0.50 0.82 −0.01 1328

Case 4

PSO-PID 25.94 21.43 −0.04 60/59.88 163.21 −163.21 509.89 60/60 74.56 1.54 0.87 146.19

Conventional PID 1.79 0.50 0.50 60/59.65 0.50 1.28 0.50 60/59.93 0.50 1.70 0.50 1272
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Table 9. Cont.

Frequency Responses Area 1 Frequency Responses Area 2 Tie-Line Power (Pu) Response

Controller Ush
%

Osh
% Psh % H/L

Hz
Ush
%

Osh
% Psh % H/L

Hz
Ush
%

Osh
% Psh % Fall Time

ms

Case 5

PSO-PID 95 −6.87 0.68 60/59.92 172.88 −17.26 97.62 60/60 68.64 0.08 68.64 173.81

Conventional PID 0.67 1.02 0.09 60/59.60 94.88 −7.71 59.20 60/59.96 95.09 −4.11 0.98 652.40

Case 6

PSO-PID 0.50 1.13 0.50 60/59.73 0.86 1.74 71.55 60/59.94 77.67 −0.94 0.89 258.51

Conventional PID 0.50 1.11 0.50 60/59.58 84.25 −5.33 0.92 60/59.94 2.71 8.20 −0.073 1309

Case 7

PSO-PID 0.50 0.98 0.15 60/59.81 138.28 −6.39 66.79 60/60 68.64 −8.45 0.84 206.75

Conventional PID 0.56 1.78 0.23 60/59.60 0.50 1.12 0.16 60/59.91 32.66 1.85 0.61 917.64

Case 8

PSO-PID 0.50 1.12 0.07 60/59.80 135.47 −0.14 82.35 60/59.99 68.64 −6.32 0.84 209.14

Conventional PID 0.58 1.88 −0.49 60/59.58 0.51 1.90 0.07 60/59.90 19.88 16.66 0.52 1010

Case 9

PSO-PID 0.50 0.48 0.13 60/59.78 93.30 −28.50 143.28 60/59.99 74.56 −15.36 0.87 243.408

Conventional PID 0.64 1.09 −0.47 60/59.56 0.64 1.89 −0.59 60/59.89 19.88 31.31 0.33 1032

Case 10

PSO-PID 42.14 −7.40 −0.02 60/59.89 172.68 −1.07 153.10 60/60 57.93 −9.67 0.79 161.879

Conventional PID 0.52 1.75 0.27 60/59.63 57.93 35.93 0.79 60/59.95 14.36 2.72 0.57 1071

Case 11

PSO-PID 85.75 −2.87 −0.19 60/59.89 97.24 0.09 40.22 60/60 63.11 −3.98 0.82 214.27

Conventional PID 0.64 1.75 −0.56 60/59.53 46.56 0.25 25.87 60/59.92 0.50 1.89 0.46 1421

Case 12

PSO-PID 25.94 0.56 0.63 60/59.85 0.83 1.90 65.83 60/59.96 84.25 −17.73 0.92 192.19

Conventional PID 0.60 1.17 0.39 60/59.69 44.40 12.01 3.69 60/59.97 0.52 16.90 −0.29 3132

Case 13

PSO-PID 1.66 0.98 −0.14 60/59.70 0.74 −0.74 48.50 60/59.96 84.25 1.36 0.92 476.575

Conventional PID 0.61 1.06 −0.34 60/59.53 0.57 1.18 0.54 60/59.76 0.53 0.74 −0.10 2013

4.2.2. Load Variations (Case Study 2)

Three cases are taken into account against load variations, as shown in Table 10, to
check the system’s flexibility.

Table 10. Load variation cases for two-area tie-line IPS.

Case No Area 1 Area 2

1 100 MW increment -

2 100 MW increment 50 MW increment

3 100 MW increment 50 MW decrement

The results achieved for two-area tie-line IPS under load variations are shown in
Figures 33–35. Blue lines represent PSO-PID controller frequency responses in areas 1 and 2;
red lines represent conventional PID controller frequency responses in areas 1 and 2; green
lines represent tie-line power change between areas 1 and 2 with and without PSO-PID
controller, while cyan color lines represent power shared by area 1 and 2. Table 11 shows
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the frequency responses of two-area tie-line IPS signal parameters under load variation for
different cases.
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Table 11. Frequency responses of two-area tie-line IPS signal parameters for load variations.

Frequency Responses Area 1 Frequency Responses Area 2 Tie-Line Power (Pu) Response

Controller Ush
%

Osh
% Psh % H/L

Hz
Ush
%

Osh
% Psh % H/L

Hz
Ush
%

Osh
% Psh % Fall Time

ms

Case no 1

PSO-PID 0.50 1.05 0.11 60/59.81 137.04 −5.31 74.56 60/60 68.64 −7.40 0.84 207.96

Conventional PID 0.57 1.82 −0.11 60/59.59 50.75 92.90 0.11 60/59.94 36.30 2.16 0.61 895.73

Case no 2

PSO-PID 0.50 1.05 0.11 60/59.81 137.04 −5.31 74.56 60/60 68.64 −7.40 0.84 207.96

Conventional PID 0.57 1.82 −0.11 60/59.80 50.75 92.90 0.11 60/59.97 36.30 2.16 0.61 895.73

Case 3

PSO-PID 0.50 1.05 0.11 60/59.81 137.04 −5.31 74.56 60/60 68.64 −7.40 0.84 207.96

Conventional PID 14.36 18.69 0.57 60.2/60 0.71 2.37 50.75 60/60.03 2.16 36.30 0.61 897.22

The sensitivity investigation of the PSO-PID controller is executed in this proposed
study by adjusting the system parameters of both networks in different cases throughout
a range of ±50% from their nominal values and load variations in two-area tie-line IPS
under different scenarios while maintaining the PSO-PID controller optimal parameters.
Figures 16–18 and 20–32 show the results achieved by adjusting the parameters in the
proposed networks. The system parameters’ transient responses are almost equal to their
nominal values, representing the robustness of the PSO-PID controller. Tables 7 and 9
show the transient analysis based on undershoot, overshoot, pre-shoot, frequency, and fall
time for various investigated scenarios under system parameter variations. Figures 33–35
show the results achieved by changing load variations in two-area tie-line IPS. The load
variation transient responses are almost equal to their variable loads. Table 11 shows
the transient analysis based on undershoot, overshoot, pre-shoot frequency, and fall time
for investigated scenarios under load variations. Finally, results demonstrate that, as
compared to conventional PID controllers, PSO-PID controllers utilizing the ITAE cost
function provide better results in terms of frequency responses under load changes and
system parametric uncertainties for various examined cases.

5. Conclusions and Future Directions
5.1. Conclusions

This research presents an extensive performance evaluation of LFC for a one-area
multi-source power network using a PID controller and dual-area tie-line interconnected
power network. The PID controller’s parameters are optimized utilizing the PSO algorithm.
The proposed networks with a PID controller have been tested by changing the system
parameters ±50% for different cases in both networks and load variations in different
cases for two-area tie-line IPS. Analyzing the simulation model results indicates clearly
that the proposed method effectively reduced the frequency fluctuation and tie-line power
deviations in the proposed networks. The frequency fluctuation associated with the one-
area multi-source and the two-area tie-line IPS’s area 1 and area 2, respectively, are 59.98 Hz,
59.81 Hz, and 60 Hz and, in all other examined cases, are all less than the traditional PID
controller. As a result, the utilized approach is superior to traditional PID controllers.

5.2. Future Directions

Currently, it is important to note the stability issue with connected power systems
for renewable energy. Integrating and optimizing various renewable energy sources is
a significant challenge for future studies. Furthermore, there is a lot of promise for re-
solving LFC-related issues in the development of revolutionary technologies like big data,
cloud computing, and artificial intelligence. Below is a discussion of the present research
difficulties and future directions.
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• Renewable energy: a number of previously unusable renewable energy sources have
gradually been produced for power systems as a result of ongoing research into
renewable energy. The power system’s connected renewable energy sources have a
variety of power outputs, which adds uncertainty and complexity to the fluctuation of
power generation. This poses difficulties for LFC power systems that are combined
with RESs in terms of stabilization. Furthermore, integrating various renewable energy
sources necessitates the employment of additional electrical equipment. LFC power
systems will inevitably have obstacles related to ensuring device matching, efficient
information transfer, and other matters.

• Flexibility: Since renewable energy sources require significant penetration and net-
working requirements, an extremely flexible and secure integrated power system is
required. A higher percentage of RESs can facilitate the transformation of the current
energy production mix. This will increase the flexibility and dependability of multi-
area power systems and lead to the creation of new intelligent algorithms for control,
storage, and market strategies.
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Abbreviations

RESs Renewable energy sources
LFC Load frequency control
IPS Interconnected power system
HC Hill climbing
GA Genetic algorithm
ACO Ant colony optimization
PV Photovoltaic
MARL Multi-agent reinforcement learning
FPA Flower pollination algorithm
FOFPID Fractional order fuzzy PID
ARA Artificial rabbits algorithm
MAPS Multi-area power systems
BESSO Bald eagle sparrow search optimization
BBO Biogeography-based optimization
GBO Gradient-based optimizer
TID Tilt integral derivative
AGC Automatic generation control
R Governor speed droop characteristics
H Inertia constant
D Coefficient of damping
ACE Area control error
∆PD Power change in the demand
B Factor of frequency bias
u Input for governor control
Tg Constant governor time
∆Pg Variations in the governor’s valve position
Tt Constant turbine time
WTG Wind turbine generator
∆PL Changes in load power
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∆Pm Changes in mechanical power
∆Pt Variations in turbine output power
KP, KI & KD PID controller gains
∆f Change in system frequency
∆Ptie Tie-line power change
a12 Constant

Appendix A

Table A1. Single-area thermal power system parameter values.

System Parameter Parameter Value

Time Constant Turbine 0.5 s

Time Constant Governor 0.2 s

Generator Constant of Inertia 5 s

Governor’s Speed Regulation 0.05 per unit

Turbine power rating 250 MW

Frequency 60 hertz

Duty ratio D 0.8

Appendix B

Table A2. Parameter values and electrical characteristics of wind, fuel cell, and solar units.

Electrical Characteristics of 1Soltech 1STH-215-P Solar Module

strings in parallel 50

Modules connected in series for each string 50

Maximum output power 213.15 W

Voltage of open circuit 36.3 V

Voltage at the point of maximum power 29 V

Coefficient of temperature for open circuit voltage −0.36099

Each module’s cells 60

Current on short circuit 7.84 A

Current at the point of maximum power 7.35 A

Temperature coefficient 0.102

Specified temperature 25 ◦C, 1000 (W/m2)

Ideality factor of diode 0.98117

Resistance of shunt 313.3991 Ohms

resistance in series 0.39383 Ohms

PMSG wind turbine specifications

The mechanical output power nominally 100 Kw

The electrical generator’s base power 100 Kw/0.9

Maximum power (Pu of nominal mechanical
power) at base wind speed 0.85

Rotational base speed (Pu of the generator
speed at base) 1.2

PMSG’s stator phase resistance 0.0485 ohms

Wind speed 12 m/s
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Table A2. Cont.

Fuel cell parameters

Function 1: 1.36908036 atomic mass units 60,000 × 8.3145 × (273 + 95) × 400 × u (1)/
(2 × 96,485 × (3 × 101,325) × 0.919 × 0.995)

Function 2: 5.89420573 atomic mass units 60,000 × 8.3145 × (273 + 95) × 400 × u (1)/
(4 × 96,485 × (3 × 101,325) × 0.5057 × 0.21)

Stack power (Watts) 25,200

Fuel cell resistance (ohms) 4.2142

Nerst voltage of one cell (V) 0.9835

Exchange current (A) 0.27591

Exchange coefficient 0.78812

System temperature (K) 1133

Fuel supply pressure (bar) 1.2

Air supply pressure (bar) 1

Appendix C

Table A3. PSO approach operators for a single-area multi-source power network.

Operator Operator Value

Solver ode23s (stiff/Mod.Rosenbrock)

Fitness function ITAE

Number of variables 3

Number of iterations 100

Number of particles 15

Limit 0.1000

c1= c2 2

wmax 1

wmin 0.1

Appendix D

Table A4. The two-area tie-line linked the power system’s parameters.

System Parameters Area 1 Area 2

Speed regulation R 0.05 0.0625

Duty ratio D 0.6 0.9

Inertia constant H 5 4

Base power 1000 MVA 1000 MVA

Gt 0.2 s 0.3 s

Tt 0.5 s 0.6 s
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Appendix E

Table A5. Operators of PSO approach for two-area tie-line interconnected power system.

Operator Operator Value

Solver ode23s (stiff/Mod.Rosenbrock)

Fitness function ITAE

Number of variables 9

Number of iterations 100

Number of particles 15

Limit 0.1000

c1= c2 2

wmax 1

wmin 0.1
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